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7 ABSTRACT: Solid-state nanopores are powerful tools for
8 reading the three-dimensional shape of molecules, allowing for
9 the translation of molecular structure information into electric
10 signals. Here, we show a high-resolution integrated nanopore
11 system for identifying DNA nanostructures that has the
12 capability of distinguishing attached short DNA hairpins with
13 only a stem length difference of 8 bp along a DNA double
14 strand named the DNA carrier. Using our platform, we can
15 read up to 112 DNA hairpins with a separating distance of
16 114 bp attached on a DNA carrier that carries digital information. Our encoding strategy allows for the creation of a library of
17 molecules with a size of up to 5 × 1033 (2112) that is only built from a few hundred types of base molecules for data storage and
18 has the potential to be extended by linking multiple DNA carriers. Our platform provides a nanopore- and DNA nanostructure-
19 based data storage method with convenient access and the potential for miniature-scale integration.
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21Nanopore-based single-molecule sensing has demonstra-
22ted its applicability for the analysis of single molecules in
23electrolyte solutions.1,2 The principle relies on the modulation
24of ionic current flow as molecules pass through a nanopore
25driven by an applied electric field.3 The current signal reflects
26information about the passing objects, especially their three-
27dimensional shapes.4−6 Thus, the nanopore-sensing method
28directly transforms structural information into electric signals
29and can probe individual molecules at the single-molecule
30level, giving access to analysis with high throughput.7 Sensors
31based on nanopores are especially attractive because they can
32be used for multiplexed sensing and integrated into low-
33volume fluidic chips suitable for miniature portable devices
34reducing material requirements.8 In the literature, nanopores
35have shown the ability to detect objects distributed along a
36linear DNA strand,9−13 including DNA nanostructures and
37proteins, for DNA or protein sensing.14−16 The DNA
38nanostructures along a strand can be used to encode digital
39information.14 For their utility in data storage, the number of
40bits stored on one DNA strand can be improved by increasing
41the density of the structures. The foremost goal is the
42reduction of the size of the structures and their separating
43distance on the path to achieving realistic data-storage
44applications.
45Digital data can be directly stored in a DNA sequence at
46high data density.17,18 This method depends on the synthesis
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Figure 1. Design of DNA carriers with attached DNA hairpins and
nanopore measurement. (a) A DNA carrier with 16 bp (red) and 8 bp
(blue) DNA hairpins. Structures and sequences of the hairpins are
shown at the bottom. (b) The SEM image of a glass nanopore and the
integrated chip. Dashed lines indicate the outer edges (scale bar: 50
nm). (c) Schematic of the measurement of the DNA carrier with a
nanopore.
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47 and sequencing of DNA molecules that need complex devices
48 and high costs for large amounts of data.19−21 As an alternative,
49 storage of information in three-dimensional DNA nanostruc-
50 tures is an attractive strategy,22,23 which can be easily
51 integrated with solid-state nanopores. Combined with DNA
52 nanotechnology, nanopores can be used to build devices with
53 exceptional readout capabilities.
54 In this study, we demonstrate a solid-state nanopore
55 platform for digital data storage. The route is to use high-
56 density DNA hairpins as digital bits along a strand named a
57 DNA carrier. The carriers can be built by mixing DNA
58 scaffolds and oligonucleotides to create a library of a large
59 number of different DNA molecules to store information. We
60 show that our nanopore has the capability of detecting DNA
61 hairpins down to a length of around 3 nm to decode the digital
62 information. The mixing method for DNA structure synthesis
63 and nanopore sensing allows high-density data storage and has
64 great potential for miniature scale integration.
65 First, we establish our system by building DNA hairpins as
66 digital bits along DNA carriers and examine the sensing
67 capability of our nanopore platform. We used an empirical
68 approach to optimize the structure size while maximizing the
69 success rate of our nanopore measurements. The most
70 important design goal was to ensure that the nanostructures
71 generate observable secondary current drops while being small
72 enough to ensure smooth DNA translocations. In previous
73 studies structures consisting of 299 bp protrusions12 and a
74 group of DNA dumbbells14 were measured with 10 and 14 nm
75 diameter nanopores, respectively. These structures allow for
76 easy detection but the data density is severely limited due to a
77 bit size of up to 100 nm. We started by testing ∼20 bp ds DNA
78 protrusions, which turned out to be undetectable using our

79established ∼14 nm nanopores.24,25 Because smaller nanopores
80increase the signal-to-noise ratio but may lead to stalled
81translocations,26,27 we decided to decrease the diameter of our
82glass nanopores to ∼5 nm. These smaller pores allowed for the
83detection of dsDNA protrusions consisting of hairpins of less
84than 25 bp and difference in stem length of 8 bp. In addition,
85translocations are observed with almost-constant velocity,
86which simplifies data analysis. In this Letter, we show that 5
87nm glass nanopores are suitable for the detection of structures
88differing in molecular volume by 8 bp with good success rate in
89a salt concentration of 4 M LiCl. Future development of lower
90noise nanopores and machine learning28 will allow for further
91reduction of the bit size and increased data density.
92We synthesized the DNA carrier with protruding DNA
93hairpins by hybridizing a 7228-base single strand (linearized
94M13mp18 DNA,14 New England Biolabs) as the scaffold and
95short oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies) with
96complementary sequences, as shown in Figure 1a. They were
97mixed at a ratio of 1/6−1/3 (the scaffold to the
98oligonucleotides), annealed for 50 min, and filtered to remove
99the excess oligonucleotides.14 The oligonucleotides consist of
10038 bp complementary strands and hairpin-linked strands. We
101built DNA hairpins with different stem lengths of 8 and 16 bp
102(Figure 1a). The full sequences are shown in section 1 of the
103Supporting Information. We fabricated nanopores by directly
104pulling quartz capillaries (outer diameter 0.5 mm and inner
105diameter 0.2 mm) with a laser-heated pipet puller (P2000,
106Sutter Instrument). An example scanning electron microscope
107(SEM) image of the glass nanopores with diameter down to
108∼5 nm is shown in Figure 1b. The characterization is shown in
109section 2 of the Supporting Information.

Figure 2. Resolution test of the nanopore system. (a) Discrimination of 16 and 8 bp DNA hairpins. The two hairpins are placed at 50% and 75%
positions of the carrier. The secondary current changes in the sample events correspond to the two hairpins attached on the DNA carrier. The right
panel shows the histogram of ΔI from 59 events. (b) Detection of two close hairpins. A pair of 16 bp hairpins are placed at the middle position with
a distance of 76 bp. The revolved events show two separated peaks, while the unresolved events show a single large peak. The fractions of resolved
events measured with three distinct nanopores are shown in the right panel. The detailed designs with DNA sequences are shown in section 1 of
the Supporting Information.
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110 The glass nanopores were integrated into our PDMS chips
111 (Figure 1b) and then filled with 4 M LiCl solution.29 We
112 diluted DNA samples into 4 M LiCl with final concentrations
113 of 0.1−1 nM and added them to the cis side (the chamber
114 outside the capillary). 400 mV voltage was applied to drive
115 DNA molecules through nanopores (Figure 1c). The ionic
116 current across the nanopore was recorded with an amplifier
117 (Axopatch 200B, Molecular Devices), filtered with an external
118 49.9 kHz Bessel filter (Frequency Devices), and digitized at a
119 250 kHz sampling rate with a data card (PCI 6251, National
120 Instruments). We used custom-made LabVIEW algorithms to
121 collect the data and analyze the current traces to find single
122 translocation signals (named events). Unfolded events30 were
123 used to identify substructures with their positions along the
124 linear strands.31

125 We tested the current and spatial resolution of our detection
126 system with two DNA carrier designs and analyzed the
127 translocation events (see data analysis in section 3 of the
128 Supporting Information). First, we measured DNA carriers
129 with one 16 bp hairpin and one 8 bp hairpin on each (Figure
130 2a). A pair of example translocation events are shown with
131 either end of the DNA entering the pore first. The current
132 blockade ΔI0 caused by the double-stranded DNA backbone
133 corresponds to the nearly constant level, while the hairpin
134 structures are indicated by secondary peaks. We analyzed the
135 secondary current drop ΔI for the 16 and 8 bp hairpins and

136plotted the statistics in Figure 2a (right panel). As expected,
137the Gaussian fits show that the 16 bp hairpin caused a deeper
138current drop than the 8 bp hairpin. Our glass nanopore system
139is therefore able to distinguish the protruding hairpins with a
140size difference of only 8 bp with data from tens of events. In
141the second design, we placed two 16 bp long hairpins at a
142distance of 76 bp to explore the minimum distance for bits that
143can be clearly distinguished with our nanopores (Figure 2b).
144We defined the resolved and unresolved events by analyzing
145whether the peaks were separated in the time series with
146examples shown in Figure 2b. The fractions of resolved events
147for three independent pores show the two peaks were
148separated for nearly half of all unfolded events. The length
149of 76 base pairs is only ∼26 nm, below the diffraction limit by a
150factor of about 10 and comparable to the resolution limit of
151complex optical imaging systems.32,33 Our nanopore platform
152shows the capability of identifying DNA nanostructures by
153their size, even at small distances of structures.
154We then designed dense hairpin arrays on the carriers to
155encode digital information. In our design, an 8 bp hairpin
156encodes a digital bit “0”, while a 16 bp hairpin is a “1”. The
157distance between bits is set to 114 bp to aid data analysis, and
158each DNA carrier accommodates 56 hairpins (Figure 3a). The
159detailed design and sequences are shown in section 1 of the
160Supporting Information. The sample was measured with the
161nanopores shown in Figure 1b. A total of 56 peaks (bits) were

Figure 3. Design and decoding of a 56-bit DNA carrier. (a) Design of the 56-bit DNA carrier with 8 bp (blue) and 16 bp (red) DNA hairpins
representing “0” and “1”, respectively. (b) An example current signal measured with our nanopores. The gray values indicate misclassifications. (c)

Information decoding by aggregating multiple events. The “0” and “1” were extracted by analyzing 58 events.
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162 fully resolved as shown in the example event in Figure 3b.
163 Using the knowledge about the structure, we decoded the
164 information by analyzing the current drop amplitudes using a
165 Bayesian inference method34 (see the description in section 4
166 of the Supporting Information). For the single event shown in
167 Figure 3b, we detected 7 errors (marked in gray) in the 56 bits
168 as expected due to the overlap in the current drops of the 16
169 and 8 bp hairpins (see Figure 2a).
170 More independent events of the same molecules were used
171 to improve the accuracy of identification of each bit (see
172 examples in section 4 of the Supporting Information). We
173 aggregated statistics from 58 events and calculated the natural
174 logarithm of the probability ratio of the respective bit being a

175
“1” versus a “0”:
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177 The aggregated analysis of 58 events reduced the number of
178 errors by more than half to only 2. It should be noted that
179 when aggregating the estimate for a particular bit using many
180 events, we might use the values of neighboring bits in some
181 events in which the orders of bits were not correctly counted,
182 introducing a disturbance. This is also reflected by the high
183 confidence with consecutive “0” or “1” and a lower confidence
184 for alternating patterns of “0” and “1”. The confidence in the
185 bit estimation increased with more events used, as shown in
186 Figure 3d, meaning that errors can be reduced by aggregating

187more events. However, the correct reading of such data can be
188improved through established encoding strategies such as sub-
189blocks or check-sums in the future. Data analysis relying on
190machine learning can also improve the decoding accuracy.
191With even-smaller nanopores35−37 and nanopores on 2D
192materials,38,39 one can decrease bit size and consequently
193increase the data density. In the current stage of the
194development, our 56-bit DNA carrier allows for libraries with
195∼7.2 × 1016 (256) different molecules with the possibility to
196encode data by mixing the scaffold and hundreds of
197oligonucleotides. The data density could be further enhanced
198by implementing a system with more bits with three or more
199corresponding current levels. Another route to increase storage
200capacity is to use longer DNA molecules with more bits.
201To this end, we now show the possibility of expanding the
202bit number on a DNA carrier by linking 7228 bp DNA carriers
203using complementary single-stranded ends. The design of a
204dimer and one example event are shown in Figure 4a,b. For
205this designed carrier, we had 12 errors out of the 112 bits by
206aggregating data from 19 events (marked in gray, Figure 4c). It
207should be noted that using this strategy, one can significantly
208increase the number of bits encoded on a DNA strand for
209larger libraries with 2(56n) different molecules, where n is the
210number of monomers linked together. This linking method
211shows the potential of expanding the maximum information
212stored using our system.
213To conclude, we developed a platform based on the
214combination of nanopore sensing and DNA nanotechnology

Figure 4. Extendibility of the storage system by linking 7228 bp DNA carriers. (a) Design of a dimer carrying 112-bit information by linking two
7228 bp carriers. (b) An example event caused by the dimer in the nanopore measurement. Green dots show recognized peaks in the analysis. (c)
Aggregated analysis of 19 events for decoding the 112-bit information. Gray estimate values show the errors in our estimation (bold font)
compared to the design.
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215 for digital data storage. Our solid-state nanopore platform
216 outperforms previous ones in identifying DNA nanostructures
217 along a DNA strand in terms of resolution and data quality. We
218 were able to detect short 16 bp and 8 bp DNA hairpins and
219 even distinguish between them on the same molecule. Hairpins
220 with a distance of 114 bp were clearly separated in current
221 signals of nanopore measurements and could be resolved with
222 a distance of 76 bp in up to ∼50% of the events. We built 56
223 hairpins on a 7228 bp DNA carrier to store 56-bit information
224 and used a Bayesian inference method with tens of events to
225 reduce the reading error to 2 out of 56 bits. By linking two
226 7228 bp carriers, we encoded 112-bit data onto a single DNA
227 molecule to show the potential of reading longer molecules.
228 Our digital data storage method shows an alternative to
229 information storage in the DNA base sequence. It has
230 advantages due to the ease of encoding and decoding by
231 combining the simple mixing of oligonucleotides with
232 nanopore sensing, which avoids complex devices and the use
233 of enzymes and can be integrated at a miniature scale. In future
234 work, the technique can be improved in a number of ways. For
235 instance, scalable synthesis of carriers can be achieved with
236 micro- and nanofluidics to build a large number of DNA
237 carriers to encode data with the mixing method.40 The
238 nanopore decoding errors can be reduced by using encoding
239 strategies and further optimizing the size of DNA nanostruc-
240 tures and nanopores when parallel measurement systems
241 become available. Even-smaller nanopores should allow the
242 design of DNA carriers with more densely spaced bits, and
243 more than two different hairpin lengths can be used to encode
244 three or more values per position. Our platform is readily
245 extendable and shows great potential for the integration of
246 molecular information storage into nanoscale systems.
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A solid-state nanopore platform for digital 

data storage 
(Nanowerk Spotlight) Demand for data storage is growing exponentially, but the capacity of 

existing storage media is not keeping up. The digital universe – all digital data worldwide – has 

grown to over 16 zettabytes (1021 bytes) in 2017.  

Most of the world’s data today is stored on magnetic and optical media. Some of the densest 

forms of storage available commercially are on tape cartridges with about 10GB/mm3. Recent 

research reported feasibility of optical discs capable of storing 1 petabyte (1015 bytes), yielding 

a density of about 100GB/mm3. Storing zettabytes of data with this technology would still take 

millions of units, and use significant physical space.  

But storage density is only one aspect of archival: durability is also critical. Rotating disks are 

rated for 3–5 years, and tape is rated for 10–30 years. Current long-term archival storage 

solutions require refreshes to scrub corrupted data, to replace faulty units, and to refresh 

technology. To continue preserving the digital universe will require significant advances in 

storage density and durability.  

This is where synthetic DNA comes in.  

Using DNA to directly store data is an attractive possibility because it is extremely dense, with 

a raw limit of 1 exabyte/mm3 (109 GB/mm3), and long-lasting, with observed half-life of over 

500 years (read more: "Team stores digital images in DNA – and retrieves them perfectly").  

The write process for DNA storage maps digital data into DNA nucleotide sequences (a 

nucleotide is the basic building block of DNA), synthesizes the corresponding DNA molecules, 

and stores them away. Reading the data involves sequencing the DNA molecules and decoding 

the information back to the original digital data.  

Currently, though, synthesizing and sequencing DNA molecules for storing large amounts of 

data involves complex devices and is very expensive.  

In an effort to make data storage in DNA more affordable and commercially viable, researchers 

at the University of Cambridge have combined nanopore sensing and DNA nanotechnology in 

a solid-state nanopore platform for digital data storage. This digital data storage method 

provides an alternative to information storage in the DNA base sequence.  

https://www.nanowerk.com/nanotechnology-news/newsid=43076.php
https://www.nanowerk.com/
https://www.nanowerk.com/


 

Schematic depiction of the team's solid-state nanopore platform for digital data storage. 

(Image: Kaikai Chen and Alexander Ohmann)  

The team, led by Professor Ulrich Keyser at the Cavendish Laboratory, has published their 

findings in Nano Letters ("Digital Data Storage Using DNA Nanostructures and Solid-State 

Nanopores").  

"We use high-density DNA hairpins as digital bits representing ‘0’ and ‘1’ along a strand," 

Kaikai Chen, the paper's first author, explains to Nanowerk. "The strands, that we named DNA 

carriers, can be built by mixing DNA scaffolds and oligonucleotides to create a library of a 

large number of different DNA molecules to store information."  

"We show that our nanopore has the capability of detecting DNA hairpins down to a length of 

around 3 nm to decode the digital information," he continues. "The mixing method for DNA 

structure synthesis allows for convenient data encoding and the nanopore-sensing method 

directly translates the encoded structure information into electrical signals with great potential 

for miniature scale integration."  

The team points out that their solid-state nanopore platform outperforms previous ones in 

identifying DNA nanostructures along a DNA strand in terms of resolution and data quality: 

"We were able to detect DNA hairpins with 8 and 16 bp stems and even distinguish between 

them on the same molecule."  

http://people.bss.phy.cam.ac.uk/~ufk20/index.html
https://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b04715
https://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b04715


 

Design of DNA carriers with attached DNA hairpins and nanopore measurement. (a) A DNA 

carrier with DNA hairpins with 16 bp (red) and 8 bp (blue) stems. Structures and sequences of 

the hairpins are shown at the bottom. (b) The SEM image of a glass nanopore and the 

integrated chip. Dashed lines indicate the outer edges (scale bar: 50 nm). (c) Schematic of the 

measurement of the DNA carrier with a nanopore. (Reprinted with permission by American 

Chemical Society) (click on image to enlarge)  

Compared to storing information in the DNA base sequence, this method has advantages due to 

the ease of encoding and decoding by combining the simple mixing of oligonucleotides with 

nanopore sensing, which avoids complex devices and the use of enzymes and can be integrated 

at a miniature scale.  

While Keyser's team is working on improving the accuracy of this method by reducing the 

nanopore decoding errors, they are also looking at DNA computing where the results are read 

by nanopores. When combined with the DNA storage shown in this work, this could eventually 

lead to the development of futuristic DNA computers.  

By Michael Berger – Michael is author of two books by the Royal Society of Chemistry: Nano-

Society: Pushing the Boundaries of Technology and Nanotechnology: The Future is Tiny. 
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